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Today was another Rangebound, Choppy, Low-Efficiency day, and so there aren't many trades for me to discuss - not 

even in hindsight to teach lessons from.  I strongly suggest trading less frequently on days like this, or else you risk 

further degrading your already low edge of profiting on such days.  The day didn't start out terrible, but the majority of 

the day certainly was - speaking specifically about the middle.  If today was a sandwich, the bread was mildly acceptable 

but the meat was definitely rotten.  It's a reminder that some professional day traders specialize in trading only the 

morning, only the afternoon/close, or both, but very few professionals make outsized gains in the "lunch doldrums" 

session - especially on a Friday with very little economic news out.  Still, let's look quickly at these trades and then move 

on to what to expect next week. 

1.  NEGATIVE MOMENTUM DIVERGENCE, TRENDLINE BREAK, UPPER SHADOWS, UPPER 

BOLLINGER 
This was actually a great trade - I shouldn't belittle it.  It was a classic rangebound push to new highs, and I had stated 

last night that if we broke above $107, to continue trading long to target the $108 level - and - once again - that is 

exactly what happened.  As strange as it might seem, the market IS following the classic script - there is absolutely 

nothing at all unusual about what is happening - but that doesn't mean the intraday trading is all that fun or profitable 

while the market continues its expected retracement higher. 

That being said, you actually could have traded long for the whole morning session, but there were no idea entries, so I 

did not label them. 

The best morning trade was actually to 'fade' the rally by shorting as price came down from the two bearish upper 

shadow candles at the $107.70 level (remember I told you that there was a "Gann Squares" Number at 1,077 - very 

interesting).  The 3/10 Oscillator on the 1-min and 5-min chart showed clear negative divergences, and the official entry 

was the price break under the rising trendline at $107.50 to target a minimum swing of the rising 20 EMA at $107.30, or 

a lower swing back to the lower Bollinger or rising 50 EMA - neither of which were hit officially.  However, price did form 

a hammer and bullish reversal candles on a bounce just above $107.00, so that was your exit if you did not do so 

already. 

And, unless you were an extreme fader who enjoys range days - yes, there are traders that benefit very well on range 

days - then you had absolutely no edge-worthy opportunity.  Buying and shorting at the Bollinger Band extremes netted 

you a maximum move of 20 cents - not really worth the effort.  Best to wait out the consolidation and prepare the 

eventual break  - and if no breakout came, then head out for an early weekend.   

The breakout did come, and it was a clean Popped Stops play as usual . 

2.  POPPED STOPS 
This Popped Stops play actually was telegraphed in advance by a stealthy rise in Breadth, an upwards slope to the price 

(though that's not ultra important), and eventually a Wyckoff Sign of Strength (TICK high on the session) which occurred 

immediately before the Popped Stops official breakout entry, when price crossed the $107.60 level in a powerful candle.  

You could have exited as price broke under the rising trendline at the $107.80 level, though if you didn't, you likely 

scratched on the trade by exiting quickly into the sharp down bar.  In the rare event you held through this big down bar, 

you got your full profit as the market closed on its highs. 
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There's not much to say about today's opportunities - there were two of them as I see it. 

They would have netted up to 50 cents profit - a reminder that, as traders, we really must take advantage of the days 

where opportunities are plentiful, because not all days are that way. 
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Do not adjust your screen - this is not a mistake! 

Yes, volume in the SPY was down EVERY single 15-min period relative to the last 10 day average - and you should already 

know what that means. 

It is a glaring non-confirmation and bearish divergence that warns of a likely reversal in price yet to come.  That's not to 

say the reversal will come Monday - it might - but that the market is rising again on borrowed time - from a volume 

standpoint.   

Be careful and be ready to trade short on any breakdown intraday. 
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In addition to volume treading lower (as we'll soon see), all three key market internals are trailing lower, and are down 

from the July 7th peak.   

Also, despite price being about 10 points higher than yesterday's close, Breadth, VOLD, and TICK are at the exact same 

levels seen at yesterday's close. 

All of which points to a simple conclusion - the market is rallying on borrowed time and will reverse soon - moreover, 

this is a bear market rally and not the beginning of a new bull market.   The longer this situation continues - and we 

already know that a market can continue to push higher on declining internals/volume/momentum longer than we 

expect it to - the more harsh/violent the downside resolution will be. 
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I've labeled a clean 5-wave fractal, but note that the 5th wave can continue extending higher - it doesn't have to stop at 

$108.  It might, but it's not required to do so. 

What's most important to note is that price is extending higher on a negative volume and now a negative momentum 

divergence - both of which are classic NON-confirmations and hint that a reversal is soon yet to come.  As many of you 

are aware, the market can continue rallying higher on deteriorating volume, momentum, and divergences, so you 

shouldn't walk up and short JUST BECAUSE these indicators are diverging with price, but do realize that the situation is 

repeating where price is stretching on thinner support.  It's not manipulation yet, as the move up is very normal, but if 

we get above $109 and breadth, volume, and momentum are STILL diverging, then you can expect another mini-market 

crash yet to come.  Right now, we're just expecting another down swing to materialize in the context of the larger down 

trend - no sign of another collapse.  But do keep in mind that the risk increases each day that we continue higher - and 

we certainly can continue higher.   
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I've been saying it's likely that we'll see a move up into the $107/$108 area and that's exactly what we have here - and it 

even looks possible for the market to test $108.60 which would converge with the 61.8% Fibonacci Retracement and 

prior price high.  Anything above $109 is suspect and would perhaps lead to more popped stops from aggressive bears 

still holding short with a wide stop. 
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As I posted on the blog, the two potential upside targets in the daily SP500 include the confluence at 1,090 (50d EMA at 

1,095 and 38.2% Fib at 1,090) and 1,110 (lots of confluence there).  It would be unlikely that we pop above 1,090, but if 

we do, expect to see 1,110.  And, if this is something more than a bear market rally and we go all the way in a single 

swing above 1,130, expect a potentially larger/continued short-covering rally as high as 1,170 - but that hasn't happened 

yet and odds favor lower prices as long as we remain under 1,130 - which is the information we have to work with now. 

The next chart hyper-focuses on recent volume signals. 

http://blog.afraidtotrade.com/upside-levels-to-watch-on-the-daily-sp500-july-8/ 
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A reminder to new traders on how we define bull and bear markets.  Remember the phrase "Volume GOES WITH the 

trend."  That is the first assumption.  If we believe that as true, then a simple observation of recent market swings from 

the April 2010 high shows that volume clearly is rallying (rising) during market declines and is diverging (falling) during 

market rallies.  That places the structure into a downtrend (aka "bear market") until proven otherwise.   

Look very closely at the declines in volume as price rallied - that's Bear Market 101. 

We are seeing the current rally exhibit the same negative volume (momentum, and breadth) divergences as the past 

three 'bear market' rallies, all of which resulted in lower prices (with the exception of the June 7th's two day swing 

lower).   

Structure would change ONLY if price broke above 1,130, and until then, we must objectively assume - opinion free - 

that the market - in terms of moving average orientation, price structure, and volume signals - is in a bear/down trend. 
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